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Abstract
It is hypothesized that climate impacts forest mosaics through dynamic ecological processes such as wildfires. However,
climate-fire research has primarily focused on understanding drivers of fire frequency and area burned, largely due to scale
mismatches and limited data availability. Recent datasets, however, allow for the investigation of climate influences on
ecological patch metrics across broad regions independent of area burned and at finer scale. One area of particular interest is the distribution of fire refugia within wildfire perimeters. Although much recent research emphasis has been placed
on high-severity patches within wildfires, unburned and low-severity patches provide critical remnant habitat and serve
as seed sources to initiate colonization and succession in recently burned landscapes. These patches of persistence also
may yield insights into approaches for developing fire-resilient landscapes by forest managers and communities seeking
to reduce wildfire hazard. Here, we present results showing no decline in proportion of persistent patches in three study
areas surrounding National Parks in the western United States, even as research and anecdotal information suggests that
fires have become larger and more severe. We also show climate linkages to metrics of persistence that echo previous
findings in climate-fire research, and we introduce a framework for addressing global change impacts on forest pattern
more broadly. Specifically, we discuss the interactions of multiple drivers at landscape scales and the need to disaggregate
relative influences using mixed methods that can address both social and ecological phenomenon.
Keywords: wildfire, climate, refugia, persistence, succession

Introduction
There is widespread evidence that fire regimes are
changing in response to a myriad of drivers, with
negative impacts to human lives, infrastructure, and
ecosystem goods and services (Butry et al. 2001,
Rocca et al. 2014). Fire activity is increasing, as
larger fires with a longer duration are becoming
more frequent (Westerling et al. 2006, Bowman
et al. 2011, Dennison et al. 2014). There have also
been preliminary assessments that wildfires have
become more severe (Miller and Safford 2012),
although these suggestions are based on widely1 Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
Email: ckolden@uidaho.edu

debated definitions and proxies of fire severity (Key
and Benson 2006, Lentile et al. 2006, French et
al. 2008, Keeley 2009, Kolden and Rogan 2013),
and on relatively short time series of data in only
a limited regional scope.
Although definitive empirical evidence currently lags, numerous studies have advanced the
idea of increasing fire severity by identifying
likely drivers of such a trend. These drivers include climate change, fire meteorology, impact of
fungal and insect outbreaks, and the biogeographic
extents of plant species distributions (Dale et al.
2001, Allen et al. 2010, Crimmins et al. 2011); a
century of fire exclusion producing increased tree
density and higher fuel loading in forests where
Northwest Science, Vol. 89, No. 3, 2015
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frequent fire maintained lower tree densities
prior to EuroAmerican settlement (Arno 1980,
Covington and Moore 1994; Marlon et al., 2012);
the introduction and spread of more flammable
invasive species (Abatzoglou and Kolden 2011a,
Balch et al. 2013); land use changes such as altered
grazing-related reduction of fine fuel loading in
rangeland ecosystems (Zimmerman and Neuenschwander 1984); and changes in fire management
and suppression practices (Pyne 2001, Millar et
al. 2007, Pyne 2010). The contributions of fire
management are particularly difficult to identify
because management impacts fire severity before,
during, and after the fire; by changing fuel loadings
and structure pre-fire (Stephens and Moghaddas
2005, Prichard and Kennedy 2014), suppressing
wildfire using burnout techniques and backfires
that can produce higher severity impacts than the
main fire, and conducting post-fire mitigation
efforts that increase post-fire vegetative cover
at greater rates than would naturally occur, such
as aerial seeding (Robichaud et al. 2000). Of the
many potential drivers of fire severity, however,
climate variability and change remain one of the
most critical to explore due to the observed and
projected trajectory of anthropogenic climate
change and the associated fire effects (Westerling
et al. 2006, Littell et al. 2009).
Climate-fire research utilizing contemporary
area burned as the dependent variable has generally
found two dominant modes: either fire activity is
predicted by antecedent conditions prior to the fire
season, or it is correlated to concurrent conditions
during the peak of the fire season (Westerling et al.
2003, Littell et al. 2009, Abatzoglou and Kolden
2013). In the former mode, climatic relationships
to fire are often explained as conditions conducive
to either an increase in fine fuel abundance (e.g.,
wetter-than-normal winters in fine fuel-limited
ecosystems [Swetnam and Betancourt 1990, Littell et al. 2009, Abatzoglou and Kolden 2013]) or
conditions conducive to relatively low live and
large dead fuel moistures (e.g., early snowmelt
leading to mid-summer drought stress in living
trees [Westerling et al., 2006]). In the latter mode,
strong climate-fire relationships are attributed to
fire meteorology conducive to large fire spread
(e.g., a delayed onset of summer precipitation
220
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resulting in relatively high temperatures and low
relative humidities that lower fine fuel moistures
past critical thresholds [Abatzoglou and Kolden
2011b]).
Climate-fire research to-date has primarily
utilized area burned as the fire variable, treating
fire as simply present or absent and ignoring
the role fire plays in controlling heterogeneous
forest pattern at finer-scale resolution (Larson
and Churchill 2012, Kane et al. 2013, Lutz et al.
2013). Relatively recent development of consistent, higher spatial resolution fire data sets has
allowed for quantification and characterization of
heterogeneous burn severity patterns and trends
(Table 1), including a few studies investigating
climate-fire severity relationships (Lutz et al.
2009, Dillon et al. 2011, Cansler and McKenzie
2014, Birch et al. 2015). The research seeking
to characterize fire severity trends, in particular,
has focused on the highest severity class, which
is usually associated with stand-replacement in
small to large patches (Turner et al. 1994, Holden
et al. 2007, Miller et al. 2009, Dillon et al. 2011,
Miller and Safford 2012). This focus results from
both the magnitude of ecological change associated with severe fire and the associated hazards
to resources-at-risk, such as loss of forest canopy
and potential landslide events (Turner et al. 1994,
Pierce et al. 2004).
The emphasis on high severity largely ignores
the impacts of fire at the opposite end of the
spectrum. Areas classified as ‘unchanged’ or ‘low
severity’ within the larger fire perimeter that are
either entirely unburned or experience minimal
impacts of lower intensity fire. These relatively
unchanged areas have been described and defined
in several ways; most commonly as either “fire
refugia” (Camp et al. 1997, Swengel and Swengel
2006, Keppel et al. 2012) or as unburned islands
(Kolden and Weisberg 2007, Kolden et al. 2012).
We posit that another approach to defining
these unburned and low severity fire effects is to
link them to forest process and pattern through
the utilization of State and Transition (S&T) models. S&T models identify succession states and
transitional pathways between them and quantify
the temporal and spatial probability of landscapes

TABLE 1. Examples of peer-reviewed studies which have quantified the within-fire burn severity pattern using spatial statistics,
and statistically analyzed or summarized these patterns in relation to one or more variables that may influence them.
Metrics include mean patch size (MP), other metrics calculated at the scale of the patch (PA), measurements of patch
interior, core area, or distance to the edge of a patch (IN), metrics calculated at the scale of the pixel (PI), measurements of the amount or density of edges between different patch types (ED), and metrics measuring the diversity or
interspersion of different class types across the landscape (DI). For studies that included a complete census of fires
down to a minimum fire size cutoff “years” refers to total years in study period; for studies that included only a sample
of fires, years refers to the total individual years that during which sampled fires occurred.

Reference

Location

Number
of fires
[years]

Severity classes assessed
[number assessed/
total classes]

Eberhart and Woodard
(1987)

Alberta, Canada

69 [14]

Unburned [1/3]

Pattern metric type
MP, PA, IN, ED

Turner et al. (1994)

Yellowstone National
Park, WY

36* [1]

Stand replacing [1/4]

MP, PA, PI, IN, ED, DI

Kushla and Ripple
(1998)

Western OR

1

Early seral/rock, closed mature/old-growth [2/3]

MP, PA, PI, IN, ED, DI

Lentile et al. (2005)

Black Hills, SD

1

Low, moderate, high [3/3]

MP, PA

Collins et al. (2007)

Yosemite National
Park, CA

2 [2]

Unburned, low, moderate-low,
moderate-high, high [5/5]

PA

Lentile et al. (2007)

CA, MT, and AK

8 [2]

Unchanged, low, moderate,
high [4/4]

MP, PA

Van Wagtendonk and
Lutz (2007)

Yosemite National
Park, CA

106 [22]

Unchanged, low, moderate,
high [4/4]

MP, PI

Keane et al. (2008)

Northern Rocky
Mountains

36 [10]

Unburned, low, moderate-low,
moderate-high, high [5/5]

PA, PI, ED, DI

Haire and McGarigal
(2009)

AZ and NM

20 [10]

High [1/2]

PA, PI, IN

Lutz et al. (2009)

Yosemite National
Park, CA

103 [22]

High, high+moderate, moderate, low, no change [5/4]

MP, PI

Miller et al. (2009)

Sierra Nevada, CA

202 [23]

High [1/4]

MP, PA

Collins and Stephens
(2010)

Yosemite National
Park, CA

2 [2]

High [1/2]

MP

Haire and McGarigal
(2010)

AZ and NM

2 [2]

High, low [2/2]

MP, PA

Hayes and Robenson
(2011)

Carson NF, NM

1

Low, moderate, high [3/4]

MP, PA, ED, DI

Miller et al. (2012)

Sierra Nevada, CA

352 [26]

High [1/4]

MP, PA

Kolden et al. (2012)

Glacier (MT), Yosemite (CA), and YukonCharley Rivers (AK)

156 [26]; 152
[26]; 28 [26]**

Unburned [1/4]

MP, PA, PI, IN

Cansler and McKenzie
(2014)

Northern Cascades
Range, WA

125 [25]

High [1/4]

MP, PA, PI, IN

Kolden et al. (this
study)

Glacer (MT, Yose
mite (CA), and North
Cascades area (WA)

145 [26];
151 [26];
106 [206]***

Unchanged/Persistent [1/4]

MP, PA

*Turner et al.(1994) assessed 36 square “subsections” that were each 625 ha in size.
** For Glacier, Yosemite, and Yukon Charlie National Parks, respectively.
***For Glacier, Yosemite, and North Cascades area, respectively.
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of succession showing how differential fire severity produces a landscape mosaic comprising of
multiple successional stages. Each line color represents differential fire severity and effects, and the successional outcome of that severity.

existing in a state or transitioning to a new state. For
example, the Vegetation Dynamics Development
Tool (VDDT) is a S&T model that was utilized during the development of the LANDFIRE program
to characterize fire regimes (Rollins 2009; Figure
1). It describes the average residence time for a
vegetation type in a given succession stage (e.g.,
early, mid, or late age; open or closed canopy)
and the probability of transitioning to a new state
based on disturbance frequency intervals. While the
probabilities of change and state residency times
have been portrayed as static, these probabilities
themselves should change in response to longterm forcing mechanisms. For example, a model
frequency probability of 0.002 for stand-replacing
fire would double if trend analysis revealed such
an increase across that ecotype over a sufficient
temporal interval in response to an external driver
like climate change.
Within an S&T framework, sites that remain
unburned or experience such low severity fire that
222
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they do not change successional state as a result of
a fire event are said to ‘persist’ in the same state;
we therefore define these areas for this study as
‘persistent patches.’ Although persistent patches
are critical ecologically as post-fire seed sources,
microclimatic havens for seedlings, wildlife habitat
refugia, and buffers to downslope surface erosion
(Turner et al. 1997, DeLong and Kessler 2000),
the factors contributing to their development are
poorly understood. In contrast to the strong area
burned-severity relationships identified by Miller
et al. (2009), Kolden et al. (2012) found that
unburned proportion within wildfire perimeters
corresponded only weakly to fire size, and found
significantly different average size and density
of unburned patches between a mixed-severity
fire regime in California and two stand-replacing
fire regimes in Montana and Alaska. This result
could be explained by a variety of determinants
across a range of spatial scales (e.g., management
histories, forest composition, underlying geology,

Figure 2. Conceptual model of the distribution of fire severity for an aggregated fire regime or region (i.e., not a single fire) for
both the historical period and three potential future models: (a) one based on a shift in the normal distribution towards
higher severity, (b) one based on a greater range of fire effects, and (c) one based on a change in shape to a bimodal
distribution dominated by high-severity and persistent patches. Thresholds for areas of persistence and high severity
show the respective increases and decrease in persistent proportion and high severity for each conceptual model.

etc.), but one such potential larger-scale driver
is well-documented changes in regional climate
(Abatzoglou et al. 2014). Because large regional
studies of burn severity have found that aggregated burn severity atlases tend to have a normal
distribution for forested ecosystems (Kolden
2010, Thode et al., 2011), a trend towards higher
severity could equally be represented as either a
shift to the right or a change in the shape of the
fire severity distribution, resulting in potential
changes in the proportion of both high-severity
and persistent patches (Figure 2).
Here we examine whether climate is a significant determinant of the pattern of persistent patches
within fire perimeters, and if climate-persistent
patch relationships reflect climate-area burned
relationships more broadly. Following prior studies (Table 1) we utilize both the Severity Metric
(SM; Lutz et al. 2011) as a measure of overall

fire severity and four measures of persistent patch
pattern, including persistent proportion within the
fire perimeter, median persistent patch size (ha),
area-weighted mean persistent patch size (ha),
and persistent patch density (patches/ha). We
answer three specific questions: 1) is overall fire
severity correlated to persistent patch metrics?,
2) are climate variables significant predictors of
persistent patch metrics?, and 3) do temporal
trends exist for persistent patch metrics?
Methods
Our study area included forested zones around
and including three protected areas in the western
US: Glacier National Park in the northern Rocky
Mountains of western Montana, North Cascades
National Park and adjacent wilderness areas in
north-central Washington, and Yosemite National
Park in the central Sierra Nevada of California
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Figure 3. Western US study area locating the three sites analyzed in the present effort: Yosemite
National Park in California, Glacier National Park in Montana, and North Cascades
National Park and surrounding wilderness in Washington.

(Figure 3). For Glacier and Yosemite, a buffer
distance around the National Park boundaries
was identified and applied, allowing us to include
fires that either began in or ultimately burned into
the respective study site; this buffer was drawn to
exclude non-forested areas. The full extents are
described in Kolden et al. (2012) for Glacier and
Yosemite and Cansler and McKenzie (2014) for
North Cascades. These three sites represent different dominant forest ecotypes and fire regimes in
the western US: the Northern Rockies mountain
forest (historically dominated by stand-replacing
fire), the Cascade mixed conifer forest (mixed224
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severity fire), and the Sierra Nevada mixed conifer
forest (low-to-mixed-severity fire) (Bailey 1998,
Kolden et al. 2012, Cansler and McKenzie 2014).
They are also characterized by minimal land use
change over the past century, and have relatively
lower active fire suppression compared to the
surrounding national forests.
Fire Data
Regional-scale landscape assessment of fire pattern over time has only recently been made possible with the development of fire atlases from
relatively fine resolution (30 m) data acquired by

the Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM), Enhanced
Thematic Mapper-plus (ETM+), and Operational
Land Imager (OLI) sensors. These sensors are
more commonly known by their numeric order
as Landsat 4 and 5, Landsat 7, and Landsat 8,
respectively. The entire Landsat scene archive
was made available for free by USGS in 2007
(http://landsat.usgs.gov). The Monitoring Trends
in Burn Severity (MTBS) project utilizes these
data beginning in 1984 to map fire effects and
pattern on all large fires in the US (Eidenshink
et al. 2007). We developed atlases for each study
area independent of MTBS that included both
wildland and prescribed fires down to much lower
size thresholds: 20 ha for Glacier, 40 ha for North
Cascades, and 40 ha for Yosemite, area thresholds
chosen so that our fire atlases included > 95% of
area burned in each study site. We utilized standard protocol followed by MTBS in developing
these atlases from pre- and post-fire Landsat data
transformed to the differenced Normalized Burn
Ratio (dNBR), but with a focus on following
best practices as outlined by Key (2006), which
MTBS was not able to follow during the early part
of the project due to high per-scene costs prior
to 2007, and including normalization for phenological difference, which MTBS does not include
in their dNBR product. Although some authors
have advocated for the use of the relativized version of the dNBR (RdNBR) to study fire effects
(Miller and Thode 2007), improved accuracy of
RdNBR compared to dNBR occurs primarily in
the high-severity range (Miller and Thode 2007),
and RdNBR may have anomalously high or low
values, causing misclassification of burn severity
in areas where there is little pre-fire vegetation
(Parks et al. 2014). Many fires in the study sites
have areas of limited vegetation where snow and
ice dominate the site more than half the year, and
some of these locations are of interest as persistent
islands. Therefore, we utilized dNBR, which has
been validated as a proxy for burn severity in all
three of the study areas (Thode 2005, Key and
Benson 2006, Cansler and McKenzie 2012).
Our atlases include all fires above the size
threshold from 1984 to 2009, including 145 fires
in Glacier, 106 fires in North Cascades, and 151
fires in Yosemite. For each fire, we first classi-

fied persistent pixels as those with dNBR values
between -100 and 100 (Kolden et al. 2012). We
then identified patches of contiguous persistent
pixels, and filtered out all persistent pixel patches
with less than a minimum of four adjacent pixels
to remove the noise inherent in spectral reflectance
data associated with atmospheric scattering (Tanré
et al. 1987) and scene registration mismatches.
Only the remaining patches (> 3.6 ha) were used
to calculate all metrics. Although the -100 to 100
dNBR thresholds have previously been identified as the thresholds for pixels ‘unchanged’ or
‘unburned’ by the fire in several studies (Key
and Benson 2006, Cansler and McKenzie 2012,
Kolden et al. 2012), Kolden et al. (2012) identified
several conditions where fire impacts are seen,
particularly with low to moderate severity, but a
pixel would be spectrally unchanged.
Therefore, our consideration of persistent
patches includes areas that are both unburned and
those which have in fact been burned, but in such
a manner as to be undistinguishable by remote
sensing techniques classified from spectral data.
First, we recognize that although discrete burn
severity classes more easily translate to single
metrics for science or management applications,
fire effects are inherently continuous across the
landscape, and usually only abruptly change where
there is a physical boundary such as a river, road,
or recently burned area. Second, we have found
that in many closed-canopy forests, the effects
of sub-canopy surface fire can go undetected
by passive spectral reflectance data (Kane et al.
2015). Because the closed canopy is the defining
feature of older forests, from an S&T modeling
perspective, this low-to-moderate-severity fire
effect results in persistent areas (Figure 1).
There have been numerous approaches taken by
prior authors to translate continuous fire effects to
individual, representative metrics of fire patterns
(Table 1). These include statistical representations
such as mean and proportions as well as landscape
ecology metrics that describe fragmentation in
classified data, with these measures being applied to varying spatial (e.g., pixel, polygon, fire,
landscape) and temporal scales (e.g., fire duration, month, annual). Given the relatively coarse
spatial scale of the climate data, we attempted to
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match it by calculating fire pattern metrics at the
scale of the fire. From the original dNBR data
we calculated the Severity Metric (SM; Lutz et
al. 2011) of each fire to describe the overall fire
severity but maintain the continuous nature of fire
effects. From the classified data, we calculated four
measures of the spatial arrangement of persistent
areas within fires at the per-fire level: persistent
proportion within the fire perimeter, median patch
size (ha), area-weighted mean patch size (ha), and
patch density (patches/ha). These metrics have been
widely utilized in multiple studies of fire effects
(Table 1) and are more easily interpretable in both
ecological and management contexts.
Climate Data
In-situ meteorological observations of temperature,
humidity, wind, precipitation and solar radiation
are a limiting factor in broad-scale ecological
analysis that incorporates atmospheric forcing.
These problems are heightened in the western
United States due to landscape heterogeneity and
a sparse observational network. We overcome
some of these limitations by using the daily
surface meteorological dataset of Abatzoglou
(2013) that provides high-resolution (2.5 arc
minute ~ 4 km) temperature, precipitation, 10 m
wind velocity, solar radiation and humidity that
have been cross-validated using a set of meteorological observations across the United States.
We used these data to derive the Palmer Drought
Severity Index (PDSI), fire danger indices from
the National Fire Danger Rating System (NFDRS,
Burgan 1988) and Canadian Forest Fire Danger
Rating System (CFFDRS Van Wagner 1987), and
calculated reference potential evapotranspiration
(ETo) using the Penman-Montieth equation (Allen
et al. 1998) with zero canopy stomatal resistance
(e.g., Littell and Gwordz 2011). Finally, we ran
a modified Thornthwaite water balance model
(Willmott et al. 1985; implemented by Lutz et al.
2010 and Dobrowski et al. 2013) at monthly time
steps with standard 150 mm soil water holding
capacity to model monthly snow water equivalent
(SWE), soil moisture, actual evapotranspiration
and climatic water deficit (defined as the unmet
atmospheric demand, or the difference between
ETo and actual evapotranspiration).
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For each fire, a suite of 18 climate variables
was calculated as the average of the values of all
of the 4 km voxels (volumetric pixels) covered
by that fire, inclusive of pixels across which the
fire perimeter fell. All values were calculated as
anomalies referenced to the 1981–2010 normals
for that location permitting comparison across
the study sites (temperature in degrees C, precipitation and soil moisture as percent of normal,
evapotranspiration in mm, vapor pressure deficit
in kPa, and raw values for fire danger indices). We
considered six variables that represent antecedent
conditions for winter and spring months prior to
the summer of the fire: winter (December through
February) precipitation (PPT-DJF), winter temperature (T-DJF), spring (March through May)
precipitation (PPT-MAM), spring temperature
(T-MAM), late summer (July through September;
JAS) Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI; a
normalized measure of long-term drought), and
March–April snow-water equivalent total (SnowMA). The remaining variables correspond to
concurrent conditions during the season in which
the fire burned, and consist of a mix of variables
describing synoptic conditions, fire danger, and
vegetation-based moisture availability. These
include late summer (JAS) vapor pressure deficit (VPD), early summer (June through August)
precipitation (PPT-JJA), late summer precipitation
(PPT-JAS), early summer temperature (T-JJA),
late summer temperature (T-JAS); late summer
Energy Release Component (ERC) and Burning
Index (BI) from the NFDRS; late summer Duff
Moisture Code (DMC) from the CFFDRS; and late
summer Potential Evapotranspiration (POTET),
Actual Evapotranspiration (AET), Water Deficit
(DEF), and soil moisture (Soil-JAS) from the
water balance model.
Analysis
We first conducted cross-correlation analysis to
assess relationships between overall fire severity
and persistent patches. We then correlated climate
predictor variables with persistent patch metrics.
For all correlation analyses, we calculated Spearman’s Rho rank correlation coefficients. Spearman’s Rho rank correlation has the advantage of
being more robust to outliers (which occur often

in fire datasets) than a Pearson correlation, and
is appropriate for data that are not normally distributed. Significance was defined as p < 0.05. We
transformed non-linear variables (median patch
size, patch density, and area-weighted mean patch
size) using a log transform. We developed time
series of each of our five fire metrics by calculating the mean of all fires for a given year. One
drawback of this averaging process is it provides
equal weighting to each year, whether there are
only a few fires or many. We suggest that because
we are examining climate interannual variability
that is expressed across broad spatial scales likely
exceeding the study area extents, significant trends
should be evident despite the averaging process. We
then developed an ordinary least squares regression trend line and calculated the mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE; a MAPE value of zero
is a perfect fit with zero error).
Results
Fire severity (SM) was significantly negatively
correlated with the proportion of persistent area
within fires and significantly negatively correlated to median persistent patch size for all three
study areas (Table 2). Greater fire severity (higher
SM) was linked to significantly higher persistent
patch density in Yosemite, lower persistent patch
density for Glacier, and was not significant for
North Cascades.
Of the original 18 climate variables, only two
were not significantly correlated to any metric
of persistent patches (T-DJF and P-DJF). The
three strongest statistically significant correlation coefficients for each fire metric by park are
reported in Table 3; where there are less than three
TABLE 2. Spearman’s Rho rank correlation coefficients
relating the severity metric (SM) to the persistent
proportion, median patch size, and patch density
for each of the three parks. For all coefficients, p
≤ 0.001. *Denotes no significant relationship.
			North
Yosemite
Glacier Cascades
Persistent Proportion

-0.967

-0.887

-0.841

Median Patch Size

-0.579

-0.526

-0.471

Patch Density

0.685

-0.271

*

coefficients reported, all significant relationships
are presented. In Yosemite, lower spring snow
and precipitation was correlated to higher areaweighted mean persistent patch size and lower
persistent patch density, while lower summer
precipitation was correlated to a greater severity
metric, smaller persistent proportion, and smaller
median persistent patch size. By contrast, the
primary predictors of persistent patches in Glacier
and North Cascades were summer conditions. In
Glacier, summer precipitation and soil moisture
were negatively correlated to fire severity (SM) and
persistent patch size, and positively correlated to
persistent patch density. Wind also played a factor
in Glacier, as BI was positively correlated to both
persistent patch size metrics. In North Cascades,
drier summer conditions (lower precipitation, soil
moisture and evapotranspiration metrics) were
correlated to higher fire severity (SM), lower
persistent proportion, smaller median persistent
patch size, larger area-weighted mean persistent
patch size, and lower persistent patch density.
Although nearly all of the climate variables were
significantly correlated to some metric of persistent
pattern, the correlations were relatively weak, with
the highest correlation coefficient only -0.415
(between area-weighted mean persistent patch
size and PDSI in Glacier).
No significant trends were found for the time
series. Trends in fire severity (SM), proportion
persistent, median persistent patch size, areaweighted mean persistent patch size, and persistent
patch density were interannually variable (Figure
4). The lowest MAPE values found were for
trends in persistent patch density and fire severity
(SM) (Table 4), but the lowest MAPE value was
only 13.02 associated with a weak positive trend
in Yosemite persistent patch density, indicating
greater than 13 percent error in the trend.
Discussion
Climate metrics were weak but significant predictors of the spatial pattern of persistent patches,
suggesting that large-scale climatic influences
have an influence on the mosaic of fire effects
across the three forested ecosystems, but that
other drivers are also important. As expected,
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TABLE 3. Spearman’s Rho rank correlation coefficients and p-values for each of the three study areas between five wildfire
metrics of persistence (Severity Metric [SM], proportion persistent [PERS], median patch size [MEDP], Area-weighted
mean patch size [AWMP], patch density [DENS] and 15 climate variables. Climate variables calculated by seasons are
denoted: March/April/May (MAM), June/July/August (JJA), July/August/September (JAS), and December/January/
February (DJF). The top three predictors significant at the p < 0.05 level are reported.
Park

Fire Metric

Climate Metric(s)

Spearman’s Rho

p-value

Yosemite

SM

JAS precipitation

-0.249

0.002

JAS precipitation
MAM precipitation

0.304
-0.180

< 0.001
0.027

0.278

0.001

PERS
		
MEDP

JAS precipitation

AWMP
		

Spring snow
MAM precipitation

-0.337
0.213

< 0.001
0.009

DENS
		
		

Spring snow
MAM precipitation
MAM temperature

0.326
0.301
-0.252

0.001
< 0.001
0.002

Glacier

SM

JAS Soil moisture

-0.186

0.025

PERS

No significant predictors

--

--

MEDP
		
		

POTET
Burning Index
JJA precipitation

0.213
0.200
-0.194

0.011
0.017
0.020

AWMP
		
		

PDSI
JJA precipitation
Burning Index

-0.415
-0.387
0.376

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

DENS
		
		

PDSI
JJA precipitation
ET deficit

0.311
0.298
-0.280

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.001

North Cascades
SM
		
		

JAS precipitation
Spring snow
Actual ET

-0.254
0.239
-0.238

0.009
0.014
0.014

PERS
		
		

ET deficit
Actual ET
JAS soil moisture

-0.254
0.250
0.226

0.009
0.010
0.020

MEDP
		
		

JAS soil moisture
ET deficit
JAS precipitation

0.374
-0.301
0.299

< 0.001
0.002
0.002

AWMP

JAS precipitation

-0.191

0.050

Duff Moisture Code
JAS precipitation
ET deficit

-0.286
0.264
-0.262

0.003
0.006
0.007

DENS
		
		

the nature of these relationships varied by study
area, consistent with the broad literature identifying differential relationships between area
burned and climatic anomalies across the study
area. Overall, Glacier exhibited the strongest
correlations between persistent patch metrics and
climate, particularly between relatively drier and
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windier summers and larger persistent patch sizes.
These results are consistent with findings from
Abatzoglou and Kolden (2013) that the strongest
linkages between climate and area burned were
in the Northern Rockies region, and with concurrent climatic anomalies rather than antecedent
conditions (Westerling et al. 2003, Littell et al.
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d)

b)

Figure 4. Time series of annual means for Severity Metric (SM), proportion persistent (PERS), log of median patch size (MEDP), and log of persistent patch density (DENS) over the
1984–2009 study period for each of the three study areas. Individual years identified with markers, trend lines (none significant) superimposed for Yosemite (blue circles,
short dash line), Glacier (red triangles, solid line), and North Cascades (black diamonds, long dash line).

c)

a)

TABLE 4. Trend line equations and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) for severity metric (0–1),
persistent proportion (proportion), patch density
(patches/ha), median patch size (square meters),
and area-weighted mean patch size (m 2) for
the three sites over the 26-year study period
(1984–2009). A larger MAPE value indicates
greater variation around the regression line.
Metric

Slope

MAPE

Yosemite

Park

Proportion Persistent
Severity Metric
Patch Density
Median Patch Size
Area-weighted mean
	  patch size

0.0053
0.0007
0.0124
-0.0112
-0.0096

29.5
15.6
13.0
912.9
13.4

Glacier

Proportion Persistent
Severity Metric
Patch Density
Median Patch Size
Area-weighted mean
	  patch size

0.0025
-0.0006
-0.0060
0.0092
0.0333

50.7
13.8
14.2
1,743.5
133.3

North
Cascades

-0.0022
0.0015
0.0006
0.0049
0.0020

32.6
16.3
14.9
334.6
117.5

Proportion Persistent
Severity Metric
Patch Density
Median Patch Size
Area-weighted mean
	  patch size

2009). Because this study focused on persistent
patch metrics instead of area burned, we interpret
the agreement in fire-climate relationships to be
consistent with the notion of regional climate
controls on fire activity in general, potentially
mediated through fuel availability to burn.
Climate Predictors of Persistent Patches
In Glacier, increased fire severity and lower persistent proportion were only weakly associated with
lower summer soil moisture. Stronger associations
were found between persistent patch metrics and
numerous metrics that represented warmer, drier
summer conditions; high fire danger concurrent to
the fire was associated with lower persistent patch
density and larger area-weighted mean patch size.
It is notable that the Burning Index, the only metric that incorporates wind, was only significantly
positively correlated with persistent patch size
and density in Glacier, where the fire regime is
characterized by stand-replacing fire, but not the
other two sites, which are characterized by more
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mixed-severity fire regimes. This contrasts studies
identifying wind as significantly correlated to fire
size in each of the three ecoregions (Abatzoglou
and Kolden 2013), and suggests that wind may
play a role in Glacier in producing fast-moving fire
“runs” that skip over large patches, a hypothesis
that is supported by Birch et al.’s (2014) findings
that large fire “runs” in the Northern Rockies
are not significantly higher severity than smaller
runs. Because BI here was a summer average, we
interpret the results as a windier summer being
associated with fire behavior that produces fewer,
but larger persistent patches. This is consistent
with findings from Birch et al. (2015) that wind
speed is a predictor of higher severity on large
fires in the Northern Rockies.
In North Cascades, greater proportion persistent
was linked primarily to higher summer moisture
availability, through summer precipitation, evapotranspiration, and soil moisture. Drier summers
were associated with lower density of persistent
patches and smaller persistent patch sizes, although
a positive relationship between summer precipitation and area-weighted mean persistent patch size
suggests that outliers are potentially influencing
the drought-patch size relationship. The emphasis
on summer climatology is consistent with other
findings for northwest forested areas that point
to concurrent summer drought as a driver of area
burned (Abatzoglou and Kolden 2013, Cansler
and McKenzie 2014). Although Cansler and
McKenzie (2014) found that some winter and
spring conditions also significantly contributed
to area burned for the North Cascades study area,
they note that not every summer is dry enough to
burn (in contrast to an area like Yosemite, where
every summer is dry enough to burn). Thus, the
summer variables dominate, and the winter and
spring variables are secondary contributors to
the initial requirement that the summer be dry
enough to burn.
In Yosemite, spring and summer moisture both
contributed to persistent patch patterns. Cooler,
wetter springs were associated with smaller persistent patch sizes and higher patch densities, while
a wetter summer produced lower fire severity and
higher proportion persistent. More severe fires
were linked to smaller, higher density persis-

tent patches. Lutz et al. (2009) found that lower
spring snowpack was a predictor of larger fires
with greater proportions of high severity, so our
results point to the likelihood that late season and
remnant snow patches, as well as the patterns of
summer precipitation (which is almost entirely
convective) play a role in controlling landscape
severity mosaics. Microclimates at a finer scale
than this analysis likely modify both vegetation
types and flammability thus influencing the fire
heterogeneity.
Trends in Persistent Patches
None of the three study areas demonstrated a
strong trend over the 26-year study period. Although MAPE values are simply a percentage
error and not a measure of significance, they
can be interpreted as the inverse of percent confidence in a result. The lowest MAPE value was
13 percent (corresponding to 87% confidence in
the result), suggesting relatively low confidence
(87%) in a real trend. This is in contrast to Miller
et al. (2009), the primary study that has examined
trends in fire severity, who found a strong positive
trend in high-severity fire over a similar period
for a larger study area in California. Although
Miller et al. (2009) utilized an Autoregressive
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) with an
11-year moving average to assess trends in high
severity for the Sierra Nevada region, we felt that
it was inappropriate to apply similar methodology here for two reasons. First, our three study
areas are small enough that there is considerable
interannual variability in the number of fires, and
because our metrics are distilled on a per fire basis,
some years are smoothed by the effect of averaging
numerous fires across a wide range, while other
years are skewed by the occurrence of only one or
two fires (Figure 5). Second, given the considerable interannual variability in our small number
of fires and a relatively short temporal period, we
felt it was inappropriate to use a moving average
that would shorten the number of values in the
trend, thus giving greater weight to the years of
fewer fires. This is particularly problematic for
Glacier, as six of the 26 years in the study were
years without fires > 20 ha (thus, they became ‘no

data’ years in our time series, and were removed
from the analysis).
Implications
Our results suggest two broad implications. First,
climatic conditions and anomalies do influence
patterns of persistent areas, including both the
proportion of the fire area that is persistent and
the ecological metrics that are often of greatest
concern to wildlife biologists and ecologists:
patch size and patch density. Because many
of the relationships we found to be significant
are consistent with prior studies of climate and
burned area (e.g., spring snowpack in Yosemite
and summer drought in the Northern Rockies),
even though this study analyzed fire patterns,
we suggest that the same mechanisms by which
climate influences burned area are also at play
with regard to persistent patches. Although fine
scale environmental and management factors
(e.g., topography, suppression actions) likely
also contribute to variance in fire pattern across
the landscape, the regional fire-climate signals
are strong enough to be significant. Because antecedent conditions associated with fuel growth
were not significant (e.g., pluvial conditions the
winter prior to the fire season in fuel-limited
environments [Abatzoglou and Kolden 2013]),
concurrent conditions controlling fuel moisture
levels likely determine persistent patches in the
forested ecosystems analyzed here by delineating
which fuels are available to burn.
Across all three study areas, we observed decreases in persistent patch density and increases
in persistent patch size with warmer and drier
conditions. The fire behavior interpretation of this
is potentially larger fire runs occurring under more
extreme conditions (e.g., active crown fire) that
leave a few large pockets unburned, as opposed
to less aggressive fire behavior occurring under
less extreme conditions (e.g., surface fire with passive torching) that leaves more numerous smaller
pockets of persistent vegetation. This suggests that
as climate change produces more extreme summer
drought conditions or reduced spring snowpack,
as is already being observed in the western US
(Mote et al. 2005), persistent patches will become
more fragmented and isolated. This fundamental
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Figure 5. Example of how years of
large and small distributions
affect time series. Distribution of proportion unburned
for individual fires per year
for Glacier (top panel),
North Cascades (middle
panel) and Yosemite (bottom
panel). Dots denote mean for
that year, fences denote 95%
confidence interval.
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Figure 6. Conceptual framework for climate impacts on wildfire in a coupled human-environment system, where climate produces
fire effects to both the ecological system and the human system. This occurs through both biophysical pathways (i.e.,
fire behavior) through weather, fuel type, fuel abundance and fuel flammability, and human factor pathways (i.e., fire
vulnerability) based on how humans respond to the fire risk both through top-down, government mitigation and response
and bottom-up, individual response.

alteration of the landscape mosaic produced by
fire may increase distances to seed sources and
limit regeneration of some flora, and reduce the
quantity and quality of habitat for species that
prefer closed canopy forests.
Second, our relatively weak (and sometimes
conflicting) correlations between macroscale
climate and persistent patch patterns further support the argument made in the introductory section that drivers of fire pattern are complex and
multiscalar. Research on fire-climate relationships
has primarily focused on macroclimatic drivers
of area burned, primarily because these relationships, once quantified, can be applied to project
future area burned utilizing global climate model
outputs. There are, however, numerous feedbacks
through which climate change has already and will
likely continue to affect fire activity and severity,
occurring across the coupled human-natural system
spectrum (Figure 6). These include changes in

forest management and thinning practices specifically designed to increase carbon stocks and
reduce the risk of catastrophic fire (Stephens et
al. 2013, Prichard and Kennedy 2014), changes to
prescribed burning practices based on increased
variability during shoulder seasons (Kolden and
Brown 2010), changes to fire suppression and
management tactics such as increased burnout
operations that reduce remnant unburned islands
or increasing use of climate information to make
management decisions (Owen et al. 2012), and
changes in the way human populations act in
fire-prone environments (Ray et al. 2012) such
as through regulation of further development in
the wildland-urban interface (Moritz et al., 2014).
Prescribed fires and fire suppression decisions, in
particular, have an impact on this type of analysis
because decisions about when to ignite prescribed
fires and when and how to fully suppress wildfires
often account for climatic conditions, leading
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to significantly different burn patterns (Kolden
and Brown 2010). However, as noted above, the
consistency of regional fire-climate signals across
studies assessing two very different metrics of fire
activity (i.e., area burned versus fire pattern) support the theory that coarse-scale climate controls
fire activity broadly.
Limitations and Future Work
There are several key limitations of landscapescale fire effects studies that challenge our ability
to try and predict how climate change will impact
persistent patches in the future. As has been noted
by previous efforts (Dillon et al. 2011, Birch et
al., 2015), there is a scale mismatch between the
Landsat-derived burn severity data (30 meter
pixels) and the coarse-resolution climate data (4
km pixels). This scale mismatch can lead to finerresolution predictors (e.g., topography) being able
to explain more variance in severity data simply
because they capture the fine-scale spatial variance.
Remotely-sensed indices, such as NBR and its
derivatives, are more sensitive to higher-severity
fire effects; this is a product of both a low signalto-noise ratio (i.e., fire-induced change versus
phenological and other change) and the inherent
difficulties of quantifying sub-canopy change from
a space borne sensor (Key and Benson 2006, Key
2006, Kolden et al. 2012, Kolden et al. 2015).
Finally, there are numerous potential contributors
to fire severity and persistent patch development,
including fire exclusion-related increases in fuel
loading, invasive species, human-induced land use
and land cover change, fire management and suppression tactics, soils, high-resolution meteorology,
etc., that are difficult to analyze empirically due
to a lack of representative data across time and
space. Until these types of datasets and analyses
begin to be compiled, our attempts to predict
burn severity and important ecological aspects
of fire—like persistent islands—will continue to
be limited in scope.
Conclusion
Understanding and predicting wildfire burn severity is of wide interest because of the key role burn
severity plays in determining landscape mosaics.
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Particularly crucial are the persistent patches that
serve as fire refugia but are potentially threatened
by the larger, more severe fires associated with
a changing climate. Although other studies have
found significant trends in high-severity fire, we
found no significant trends in persistent patches
in Glacier, Yosemite, and North Cascades National Parks and surrounding areas, although the
abundance of persistent patches was correlated
to many of the same spring and summer climate
variables as prior fire-climate studies have found
for these regions.
This lack of trends points to a potential flaw in
the underlying assumption that climate change will
produce more frequent, larger, and more severe
wildfires. Depending on the definitions and metrics
by which severity is measured, understanding the
future may not be so simple as an oft-hypothesized
shift of the normal distribution of severity towards higher severity. Alternative scenarios may
include decreases in low and moderate severity
(i.e., a switch to a bimodal severity distribution),
or multi-decadal climate cycles associated with
periods of characteristic landscape fuel composition, where lower severity dominates for a period
of years, then higher severity dominates. Only
long-term studies of fire severity that better account for a variety of predictive factors can fully
address potential severity patterns. Ultimately,
we suggest that managers and scientists begin to
explore alternative theoretical frameworks than
the standard one of greater frequency, size, and
severity currently begin emphasized in both the
literature and the mass media. Fire pattern and
the full range of fire severity, including persistent areas, provide equally important metrics of
ecological sustainability.
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